Mechanism of native oat phytochrome photoreversion: a time-resolved absorption investigation.
The regulation of plant photomorphogenesis is mediated by the thermal reactions that follow light absorption by the phytochrome photoreceptor. Phytochromes are tetrapyrrolic chromoproteins that exist in two photochromically interconvertible forms, a red light absorbing species, Pr, and a far-red light absorbing form, Pfr. Upon irradiation with 670 nm light, the inactive, red light sensing Pr form is converted to the active Pfr form. Although the forward phototransformation has been studied extensively by several groups using various techniques, the Pfr-->Pr photoreversion reaction that occurs upon irradiation with 730 nm light is not as thoroughly characterized. In this study, time-resolved absorption (TROD) spectroscopy is used to examine the intermediate species involved in the phytochrome photoreversion mechanism at 10 degrees C. Analysis of the TROD data identifies three species with lifetimes of 320 ns, 265 microseconds, and 5.5 ms. TROD results are described in terms of the simplest parallel and sequential kinetic models. Comparison of intermediate spectra from these mechanisms with those of previously reported species from flash photoreversion and low-temperature studies indicates that Pfr photoreversion follows a sequential pathway that does not share any intermediates with the Pr phototransformation pathway.